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give a shiver gives a little shiver 
to draw attention -

had drawn too much 
attention to himself

, to give a laugh  gave 
a small, embarrassed laugh

, to fall asleep fell even more 
deeply asleep  to 
take a breath took a deep 
breath 

to take the chip off one’s shoulder -
take the chip off… 

 to give smb. a 
helping hand 

give me a… hand to 
have the nerve to do something

-
he didn’t have the 

nerve to have 
(one) on a line

he’s having you on

to draw (one) into 
a discussion 
to draw them into conversations 

, to attract attention 
call attention ,  

to burst out crying 
burst out weeping to 

be on edge

was putting her on edge 

 had his  in the pie 
, to jump through a hoop 

hoops 
to jump through 

to take a picture 
he’s taking our pictures
to make money

the making of money

dementia, impecunious veterans down on their luck, noiseless men 
with tertiary syphilis and the like. Nurses were in short supply in 
these realms, and soon Laura was setting her hand to tasks that 
were strictly speaking none of her business. Bedpans and vomit did 
not throw for a loop, it appeared, nor did the swearing and raving 
and general carryings-on. This was not the situation Winifred had 
intended, but pretty soon it was the one we were stuck with.

The nurses thought Laura was an angel (or some of them did; 
others simply thought she was in the way 

to set one’s hand to something -

to throw (one) for a loss 

to be in the way

After she’d accomplished what she’d set out to do, Laura 

and no warning. I felt this was clumsy of her, and indeed it was, 

Laura was ill, but all Reenie would say was that Laura must have 
changed her mind about photography. She was full of ideas, that 
girl; she always had some bee in her bonnet, and now she must 
have a different one 

to change one’s mind -

to have a bee in one’s bonnet

Andrew Denning had enjoyed an extremely successful career as 
an architect in New York, and he had had an extraordinary eye for 
beautiful buildings, whether modern or ancient. In particular, he 
had been an admirer of the cathedrals of Europe, forever marveling 
at their majesty and grandeur, the soaring power inherent in them 
and in their design and structure. And so whenever he came to visit 
me in Paris he made a point of taking me on excursions to see some 
of his favourites

to have an eye for something 

to make a point of something 

I test the tip of mine against the roof of my mouth and feel 
numbness in place of pain. The new scar tissue gives it an awkward 
thickness that blurs the edges of my words, and also takes away 

I still eat, though. Quantity, the sleepy taut 
pleasure that a full stomach gives, more than compensates for the 
loss of the sweetest and fullest tastes. All the extra fuel inside me 
bitter than I have even been in my life. I think I could easily walk all 
day. Even now, although we have been scrambling for half an hour 
up this slope of broken rock, I am hardly out of breath 

to be out of breath

-
-
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